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About This Game

Explore the world with puzzles, fancy mechanisms and dangerous enemies!

Super Jet Juck is a dynamic platformer game full of skirmishes, puzzles and adventures. Join the heroic team - the fearless
soldiers Juck and Tom on an exciting and dangerous journey.

You can play the game either alone or together on one computer!

So, you are the captain of a special unit of the army sent to the study of an abandoned space station. Your task is to destroy all
defensive systems that have gone out of control!
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Developer:
Dnovel
Publisher:
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Release Date: 17 Nov, 2018
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This game made me puke into the toilet. Gone play it again after i clean it.. Lara is already dirty, and with this skin she became
more Dirty.
Gaaawddd <3 xP. the game bugged out so many times and there were tons of glitches, the story was terrible and made no sense
and had nothing to do with th plot whatsoever. completed the game faster than the game took to download. If you like
Bejeweled, then you will love this.

Man, I just wish it had better music.

7/10. After playing this game for only a short amount of time, I immediately found out that it was absolute rubbish. 2/10 stars.
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Everything was fun until the fire nation (level 6-5 & 10-5) attacked. Seriously though, easy fun game but 6-5 and 10-5 almost
made me punch a hole through my computer.. I really like the Export Keyframes to PNG/GIF option and bone tool. It's a great
software for creating quick individual character animations.. Worst platformer\/shooter I've played in ages.

This game gets it all wrong. Gamepad controls can't be configured and the configuration is badly chosen. Rules are poorly
explained, complex and not any fun.

And finally, after only a few minutes of gameplay, when I tried to restart from the first level in classic mode the game locked up
on me.. I consider this as a triple A game, come on launching a baby off , granny becomes a cannibal, granny has a john cena
like face, child abuse, etc. What more can you ask for ? The best 4 bucks I spend on 11/10.. I was waiting for the Goldy Corp
since DEMO version and it was totally worth it! Gameplay is improved a lot. Playing the game is fun. Just need to check this
out! :). Very enjoyable. My only complaints are (1) lack of options for things like tracker visibility, and (2) only four heroes to
choose from. Fun graphics, great sound, challenging gameplay. And cheap!. The Escapists with guns....... HECK YEAH. This
nails the late-80s NES games vibe very well. The limited color pallette matches; the indistinct enemies match; the brutal
diffficulty matches; the controls are just as simple (move, jump, shoot ... you need more?). What it doesn't match is the tight
level design and the compelling reason to keep playing that old NES games had.

It's definitely worth the low price for the nostalgia trip, if you ever played old NES games (think the original Ninja Gaiden), but
it's far from perfect.. Super fun game to play with friends!!

Patch 4.1.0 is now available:
Patch 4.1.0 has just been released and brings new improvements and some bugfixes. As always it will be downloaded and
installed automatically here on Steam.

As many of you already noticed Steam trading cards have been online for some time now. And we have added some
EMERGENCY 20 themed wallpapers to our website.[world-of-emergency.com]

Thank you for your feedback and your help in finding and identifying issues!

Patchnotes:

Gameplay:

EMERGENCY 5

Hamburg flood, one car would sometimes not spawn after repeating the mission
EMERGENCY 2016

Supermarket robbery, the robbers now take much longer to escape
EMERGENCY 20

Tornado, fixed the collision of a fence

Train Crash, fixed that one person could be placed inside a train after being freed

Fixed the door of a taxi in the mass collision event

Tires will now always be towed with cars in the mass collision event

Nuclear disaster, evacuation vehicle now always has just 6 seats
Improved visualization of towing rotated cars

Improved behaviour of the weather when repeating missions
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The rescue dog team now no longer can be unresponsive after getting into and out of their car

The supervisor will stop giving tips after the mission has already failed

Command icons in the help screen will now properly switch when switching between units pages

A purely decorative pier in Munich can no longer be used to get units onto the water

Fixed a rare instance where firemen ran to the edge of the map, when ordered to cut open a vehicle

Multiplayer:

Improved performance for clients

Backstage-videos:

Added new functions to the video player

Steam:

Improved synchronization with the WORLD of EMERGENCY accounts for achievements earned on Steam

Modding:

Expanded Code to make modding for multiplayer easier and added a sample plugin to the SDK

„Custom“ light animations now properly use animation speeds

Animations for vehicles are now moddable (turntable ladder, heavy tow truck, tow truck, motor boat transport)

. EMERGENCY 20 now available on Steam!:
EMERGENCY 20 is now available on Steam. It contains 10 classic missions from EMERGENCY 1-4 re-imagined in our most
recent technology. Now you can relive the atmosphere of the older titles and enjoy the wonderful current graphics at the same
time. In addition, EMERGENCY 20 contains all content from EMERGENCY 5, EMERGENCY 2016 and EMERGENCY
2017.

For our long-term fans we have included video clips featuring EMERGENCY-Creator Ralph Stock talking about the history and
design of every one of the original missions.. EMERGENCY 4 Deluxe re-released now!:

EMERGENCY 4 Deluxe is now available on Steam.
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Have fun with the classic gameplay in the campaign, free play and multiplayer!

If you want even more EMERGENCY CLASSICS in your library, check the bundle to get a discount on EMERGENCY 3 and
EMERGENCY 4 Deluxe!
. Upgrade discount now available:
Finally the upgrade discount for owners of EMERGENCY 2016 or EMERGENCY 2017 is available.

In addition to any other discount you can get EMERGENCY 20 66% off until the 21st of December, if you have
EMERGENCY 2016 or EMERGENCY 2017 in your steam library.. EMERGENCY 20 for Mac coming December 2017:

EMERGENCY 20 is already out on Steam, now we are working on finishing up the version for Mac. And we are especially
happy that – for the first time – we can offer a macOS version here on Steam.

EMERGENCY 20 for Mac will in all likelihood be available in December 2017.

With EMERGENCY 20, Mac users will be able to enjoy the 10 re-imagined classic missions and our developer videos. The
macOS version will include all the campaigns, free play and multiplayer maps of the pc version, but will not support modding.

Mac users who own EMERGENCY 5 or EMERGENCY 2017 can also look forward to a new patch.
. New Patch for EMERGENCY PC released:
Patch 4.2.0 brings improvements for modders and smaller bug fixes.

The patch will be applied automatically through Steam.

Patchnotes:

Gameplay

 Fixed error with updating fire and injury bars in Multiplay clients

 Fixed error that could cause switch boxes to become unusuable after being on fire

Modding

 PersonAnimationController can now be overloaded

 Added missing API exports

 Expanded API with additional features (e.g. vehicle sirens, limits to zoom/pitch, automatic extinguishing)

 Added more code snippets to the SDK (e.g. unit logic, target points, multiplayer and editor functions)

. EMERGENCY HQ is getting it's biggest update yet!:
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Great new features coming in the Holiday Update!

EMERGENCY Land is getting ready for Winter! The weather forecast predicts snow and everyone is getting the decorations
ready.

In the biggest update yet, your EMERGENCY Headquarters will be redecorated and there's lots to do. After all snow and ice
pose new challenges.

But your EMERGENCY rescue team is prepared for everything!

Celebrate the winter holiday season with us and lots of new content! The Update will not only bring snow and new decorations.
More will be added than in any other expansion before!

EMERGENCY HQ is our free2play mobile game, already available on iPhone, iPad and Android devices.

Download now:

Apple App Store: https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/emergency-hq/id859148736

Google Play Store: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.sgs.emhq.android
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